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Korner BCI Flexible Fund - October 2019 
It is recommended that this document should be read in conjunction with the MDD (minimum disclosure 
document) of the BCI Korner Flexible Fund (KPFF) as well as the ‘BCI Flexible Fund Positioning document’ 
for a deeper understanding of how Korner Perspective manage(s) the fund.  

Manager’s Commentary –End October 2019 
We launched the KPFF on the 9th July 2018, knowing that it was going to be an ’interesting’ time to launch 
and build a multi asset fund. While we expected markets to be difficult in the early stages, we confess that 
we were a little surprised by just how choppy markets have been over this period. In our defense, much of 
this is attributable to the increasingly unpredictable (almost binary) nature of global economics and politics, 
in large part, as a result of the escalating tensions between the US and China.  

While one may lament over the difficult market of the past year or so, the simple reality is that the local 
equity market has been VERY difficult over several years (e.g. 2, 3 and 5 years). This is illustrated in the 
table below, which shows the total price performance of some of the major indices on the JSE over the 
past few years. What is clear from this is how poorly the JSE has performed, with many major indices (e.g.  
the equally weighted Top 40, health and telecoms) all down over a five the period. It was only really the 
very heavy index weighting of industrials like Naspers, SAB Miller (until their delisting) and Richemont that 
helped the JSE Top 40 post out a 13% gain over the 5 years. 

 Price change (%) to end Oct 2019 
  3-Mth 6-Mth 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5 Year 

Top 40 -1.2% -4.0% 8.7% -4.6% 14.0% 13.0% 
Top 40 Eq weight 2.7% -1.4% 3.5% -9.8% -5.6% -7.5% 

Financial 15 0.5% -7.4% 0.2% 2.8% 9.7% 4.4% 
Resource 10 3.2% 1.4% 12.6% 25.0% 49.2% -1.3% 
Industrial 25 -4.1% -4.9% 11.1% -14.8% 5.6% 15.0% 

Listed Property -4.7% -6.0% -8.0% -31.0% -27.9% -20.9% 
Telecoms -10.5% -4.8% 8.5% -20.6% -17.7% -53.8% 

Health 9.8% -7.4% -19.6% -46.1% -52.3% -58.7% 
Mid Cap 6.2% 2.1% 7.7% -1.4% -2.8% 12.8% 

Small Cap -2.8% -6.4% -10.9% -23.3% -23.2% -17.4% 
 

What we conclude from an analysis of the table above is: 

1. Markets have been generally weak with the broader market (e.g. in terms of the number of 
counters) lower on a 2, 3- and 5-year period. 

2. The JSE Top 40 and All Share were greatly supported by a handful of index heavy weights. This 
trend continued in 2019 with the Top 40 up 8.6% on a 1-year view, whereas the equally weighted 
Top 40 index is up a much more pedestrian 3.5%. 

3. The major indices produced very mixed performances, with industrials (mainly due to Naspers) 
the standout performers over the longer term, whereas resources, property and small caps were 
the poorest performers over the longer term, and 
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4. The recent performance (e.g. over one year) was very volatile with the ‘market’ up on a 1-year 
view but weaker on a 3- and 6-month view. This is largely attributable to the low base effects 
following the weakness in early Q4 2018. 

The general weakness of the JSE is well illustrated in the (almost) three-year history of the more relevant 
Capped Shareholder Weighted index that is slightly lower over three years. 

 

While the casual observer would (probably quite logically) attribute the dishwater like performance of the 
JSE over the past three years to the ‘economic nightmare’ that South Africa has found itself following a 
decade of mismanagement (e.g. of SOEs), unprecedented corruption, policy malaise and general economic 
own goal scoring, the reality is that much of this was actually the result of: 

 Company/industry specific problems (e.g. in telecoms, hospital groups and the Steinhoff fiasco). 

 The high base effects (e.g. SAB being delisted at a high, Naspers strong rally in the previous years). 

 Growing anxiety around emerging markets, based on the fears of the impact of slowing Chinese 
growth on emerging markets but also significant socio-political ‘issues’ in many emerging 
economics (e.g. Russia, Turkey, Nigeria and Brazil), and 

 Global investors opting to invest in the US (equities) given the relatively high growth and the 
benefits of tax cuts and low interest rates. 
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Our view that the JSE underperformance is more ‘idiosyncratic’, for example as a the result of company 
specific issues or base effects, rather than an expression of global disdain for SA inc. is well reflected in the 
apparent appetite for local bonds which are trading well below the average of the past few years, with the 
10 year trading around 8.5%. (as can be seen on the previous page).  

Ironically, the net effect of this dead period is that many JSE listed companies are now trading on historically 
undemanding ratings while many have continued to grow their business and earnings over this period. 

 

Portfolio positioning 
As communicated previously and as expected, we continued to add equities, taking the view that we would 
use the weakness in equity markets as an opportunity to significantly increase our equity exposure. Our 
current equity exposure (as a percentage of the total assets now represents almost exactly 50% of the 
portfolio, an effective doubling of the equity weighting in February this year. 

It is however important to note that the fund remains well below the benchmark equity weighting (of 70%) 
even after the material increase in the equity bucket. Put differently, we are only roughly at 70% of our 
‘targeted’ equity weighting. 

 

We remain wary of the listed property sector, with a very nominal holding in one listed property counter 
(The Investec Property Fund with a holding of 0.3% of portfolio). While the weakness of the listed 
property sector has resulted in far more attractive yields than was the case a few years back, we remain 
anxious about the local listed property market given the significant retail and commercial property 
weighting in the ‘average’ portfolio.  

We remain concerned about the outlook for retail property given the excess supply, the growing trend 
towards online shopping and the poor operational performance of a few of typical anchor tenants.  

Our bond exposure (via funds) is intended to offer a simple yield pick-up over cash and is typically:  

 Fairly short duration. 

 With a heavy bias towards corporate (e.g. big banks) rather than government, and 

Cash & Cash 
Equivalents; 33%

Bonds; 15%

Equities; 49%

Big Bank Pref 
Shares; 4%

BCI Korner Flexible Fund asset allocation (Oct 2019)
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 With a significant amount of floating rate exposure or term fixed deposits.  

The equity portfolio was somewhat more balanced than in February as can be seen below. 

 

 

Investors will note the continued absence of resources shares (e.g. BHP or Anglo American) in the fund. 
While resources shares appear to be on attractive valuations (multiples), we are slightly concerned about 
the outlook for key commodities (e.g. Iron ore, coal, platinum, copper and diamonds) in the current global 
environment (trade war and general weakness in growth); we have opted not to add these shares at this 
time. 

 

Portfolio changes over the past few months 
We’ve added significantly to our equity positions and holdings over the period since inception.  

The distinct focus of our recent equity purchases were value stocks, most of which were shares that are 
trading at significant discounts to net asset value (e.g. Ethos Capital, Reinet, Grand Parade Investments, 
African Rainbow Capital (ARC), Naspers, Zeder and Remgro). It is important to mention though that we only 
acquire NAV plays where we see merit in the underlying operations (e.g. the underlying investee companies 
within Ethos Capital, Burger King in Grande Parade, Rain in ARC). 

Other shares that were added over the past few months include Standard Bank, ABSA, Discovery, KAP, 
Shoprite, Investec, City Lodge, OneLogix and Sasol.  

Investors will notice that the portfolio has a reasonable exposure to small and mid-caps. This is based on 
our view that small and mid-caps typically offer not only better value than bigger caps but often have the 
ability to deliver better operational results (e.g. profit growth) than their bigger counterparts, who are 
often simply nominal GDP proxies.  
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We see the low asset value of the portfolio as an advantage as we are able to add meaningful weightings 
in small and mid-caps but are always mindful of the liquidity risk in these counters. 

 

The equity portfolio has a low correlation to the benchmark 

With the fund fundamentally run on a value basis, it is to be expected that there will typically be a low 
correlation between our underlying holdings and that of the benchmark index (the Capped shareholder 
weighted index). Illustrated below are the ten biggest weightings in the benchmark index and the KPFF. 

 
Capped SWIX 

index ^ 
Korner Flex 

Fund 
Motivation 

NASPERS 9.4% 5.5% Capped weight excessive 
FIRST RAND / RMBH 5.2% 0.0% SBK and ABSA better value 

STANDARD BANK 4.5% 7.0% High conviction. Belief in African ops 
ANGLOS 3.8% 0.0% Concerns over commodity prices. Price 

PROSUS NV 3.7% 2.7% Weighting co-incidental 
MTN 3.5% 0.0% Concerns over future earnings 

BTI GROUP 3.3% 2.7% Weighting co-incidental. Reinet preferred 
SASOL 2.9% 5.9% Equal weighting bias. See value short term 

SANLAM 2.6% 0.0% Geared market play 
ABSA GROUP 2.3% 7.8% High conviction 
DISCOVERY 0.9% 9.8% High conviction 
REINET INV 0.8% 9.3% Good discount. BTI optionality 

ASPEN PHARMA 0.9% 6.0% Conviction in management and new model 
EPE CAPITAL PTRS 0.0% 5.9% Huge discount. Alternative asset class 
SHOPRITE HLDS 1.2% 5.6% High conviction. Market is irrationally negative 

GRAND PARADE INV 0.0% 4.5% NAV unwind in Process 
^ Per September weightings 

As seen above, the KPFF holds 6 of the 10 biggest Capped SWIX constituents but in very different 
weightings, such that the 5 biggest shares in the Capped SWIX represent roughly 25% of the index, whereas 
our combined holdings in those 5 shares represents only 15% of our equity exposure but in very different 
weightings. 

It is important to note although that the absence of any share in the portfolio should not be interpreted as 
us being unable to see the company as a possible investment but may simply be that we don’t see value at 
current prices/ market conditions (e.g. Anglo) or other comparable assets seen to offer better value (e.g. 
Firstrand). 

It would be a worthy endeavor that value driven portfolios are often very ‘unbalanced’ in the early stages 
of as it takes time to accumulate/ add shares at the right price. 

 

Taking Advantage of Market Weakness 

In our previous report, we spoke at length about our view that we should take the negative mood in the 
economy and markets as an opportunity to add undervalued shares to the portfolio. 
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In our previous report, we discussed the motivation behind adding Shoprite and City Lodge. While both of 
these shares showed significant weakness (and volatility) in the past six months, we remain firmly of the 
view that the market is being too negative of the prospects of these two well run companies and that they 
will both produce much improved results over the coming two years and accordingly see the relevant re-
ratings. 

Please see the section called ‘Commentary on some underlying equity holdings’ at the end of this report 
for more detail on some of the recent acquisitions and some of the bigger holdings. 

 

Fund Performance (to end October 2019) 

Please read the minimum disclosure document (MDD) for October 2019 for more detail on performance. 

It is worthwhile to make note of the flexible multi asset category comprises a fairly wide range of strategies 
and mandates (from ultra conservative to aggressive), the result of which is (almost always) very divergent 
returns depending on the underlying performance of the various asset classes. 

 

The KPFF delivered almost exactly the same return (3.5%) since inception (July 2018) as the ASISA Flexible 
multi asset category average of 3.6%, but with considerably less volatility (as can be seen above), 

More importantly though, the KPFF beat its benchmark since inception, having delivered an annualized 
2.6% vs. a benchmark of 0.6%. Once again, with considerably lower volatility. 

It is also pleasing to see further gains in November in a number of equity holdings. Examples of recent 
rallies (as at writing this report on 14 November 2019) include Aspen (+26% in 1 month and 60% in 3 
months), Grand Parade (up 12% in one month and up 28% over 3 months), Discovery (up 6.5% in a month 
and 27% in 3 months), Reinet (up 6.1% in a month and 12% in 3 months), BAT (up 12% in 1 month), Zeder 
(up 9% in 1  month and 8% in 3 months) and Argent that is up over 8% in 1 month. We have also seen a 
recovery in a few shares that hurt the portfolio over the past 6 to 12 months, such as Sasol, EOH and Aspen. 
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Performance detractors over time include KAP (down 30% since purchased), Discovery, Ethos and Shoprite 
(15% lower than purchase price) but Sasol (given the weighting) was by some margin the biggest detractor, 
followed by City Lodge (31% below purchase price).  

 

Commentary on some underlying equity holdings 
We thought it worthwhile to offer commentary on some of the recent acquisitions and some of the larger 
equity positions. 

We discuss the recent acquisitions (new holdings) first and then examine some of the bigger holdings in 
order of the weightings in the portfolio. 

 

Recent acquisitions 

African Rainbow Capital (ARC) 

ARC is a new holding in the fund. ARC is effectively an investment holding company, but with the majority 
of their assets private and many of them disruptors to the incumbents (e.g. RAIN is a real challenge to 
Vodacom, Telkom etc.). While some debate the real value of assets like RAIN and Thymebank and others 
argue that the right discount to NAV is 30% or more, we feel that the strong balance sheet, excellent 
leadership team (including Patrice Motsepe, Johan van Zyl and Johan van der Merwe), the momentum in 
some of their private assets (e.g. RAIN and Metrofibre), a well-diversified portfolio, coupled with a discount 
of over 50% to NAV make ARC a really compelling investment.  

The current holding is fairly small at just over 3% of equities (2.2% of benchmark equity). 

Reinet Investments 

Reinet has long been seen as a simple proxy for British American Tobacco (BAT), as BAT represented over 
80% of NAV when Reinet first emerged. 

Reinet has however diversified its portfolio such that BAT now represents less than half the NAV, with their 
investment in Pension Insurance Corporation (a specialist defined benefit fund insurer) rapidly growing 
relative to the holding in BAT. 

The share price rally resulted in Reinet becoming our second largest equity position at 9.3% of current 
equity portfolio (roughly 6.7% of targeted equities). We see Reinet’s NAV and share buybacks offering 
protection and optionality in BAT with a long-term migration of the portfolio being the long-term play.  

KAP Industrial 

KAP feels, in our perspective, to be the new Bidvest. This bold statement is based on our view that KAP is 
the combination of an excellent management team, businesses that have strong cash flow and a portfolio 
of quality businesses that are often very well (vertically) integrated.  

While the recent results were clearly disappointing, we believe that the real performance of this business 
is significantly better than the reported results, as a result of the significant investment in new capacity. 
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While the current position is quite small (2.7% of existing equity portfolio), we hope to add to this position 
in the upcoming months. 

Remgro 

While we have felt for some time (and still largely feel) that Remgro is too passive with their portfolio and 
had concerns about some underlying holdings (e.g. Mediclinic and RMI), we’ve recently added Remgro to 
the portfolio for the following reasons: 

 We, like many of the underlying assets, such as Firstrand/ RMH, Distell and Unilever. 

 We have sensed that Mediclinic is emerging from the nightmares that were Al-Noor and Spire. 

 RMI seemed to be getting on top of their problems, and 

 Most importantly, the discount reached a level (roughly 20%) where a narrowing was highly 
probable. We expect the company to start buying back shares quite soon (as in the case of Reinet). 

The holding is still quite small (3.8% of current equity portfolio) and we will look to add on weakness. 

It is worth mentioning that the Remgro share price is down by roughly a quarter over five years. 

OneLogix 

OneLogix is a logistics and transport company with a very strong presence in the vehicle transport market 
(i.e. transporting mainly passenger vehicles on behalf of manufacturers), bulk logistics (e.g. the transport 
of agricultural, chemical and energy products). 

While we are aware of the fiercely competitive nature of transport and logistics, we feel the combination 
of very good management, good niche markets, and significant scale and technical competency help set 
OneLogix apart from the crowd.  

The current portfolio weighting of 1.1% (of existing portfolio) is not to be interpreted as doubt regarding  
quality of the business but is rather an expression of anxiety around the lack of liquidity. 

Discovery 

We have added to our already substantial holding in Discovery. Price weakness on news of the NHI and 
accusations by some analysts of aggressive accounting gave what we saw as a rare opportunity to add a 
great share at a good price.  

Whilst the NHI remains a risk and concerns over this highly complex group will remain for a while, we 
remain of the view that the diversification (geographically and services) offset these.  

We also frankly don’t hold Discovery (on the long-term view) for the current in force life book and as such 
not overly concerned about the ‘valuation’ of this, but rather what the profits from this book will facilitate 
over the next 5 to 10 years.  

Discovery represents 9.8% of the portfolio (7% of the targeted portfolio). 

ABSA Group 

ABSA group is often overlooked by investors, as many (quite rightly) view Firstrand as the pick of the big 
bank bunch based on their strong operating performance, with standard bank seen as core “other” bank. 
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While we concede that there are issues at ABSA, such as the lack of a permanent CEO and potentially 
greater exposure to the middle class in South Africa (who are probably most affected by retrenchments 
etc.), we believe that this bad news is more than discounted in the current price. 

ABSA is a well-run and very well positioned bank. Especially appealing is the excellent African footprint 
(courtesy of Barclays) that has already started contributing very positively to the group. Addition to this is 
the ability to create “a new bank” following separation from Barclays and the fact that ABSA is probably 
going to get a strong permanent CEO (widely touted to be Daniel Mminele) early in the New Year all add 
to the investment case. 

We see the current PE of slightly under 10 times (forward PE to December 2019 is 8.5 times) and current 
dividend yield of almost 7% (forward dividend yield to December 2019 is 7.1%) as just to tempting to ignore, 
and hence the very significant waiting of 7.8% of equity portfolio. 

 

Standard Bank 

At 7% of portfolio (current equity portfolio), Standard Bank is our fourth largest equity position. 

Standard Bank is like all banks effectively like the window on the soul of the economy, meaning that 
Standard Bank is (like all banks in South Africa) probably likely to be a leveraged beneficiary of an economic 
recovery in South Africa. 

While the recent trading update (provided for the benefit of ICBC) was disappointing, we believe that the 
earnings growth momentum will resume in 2020 and that this will make Standard Bank very cheap one 
year forward. 

The added attraction (and a very real attraction) is the significant African footprint that Standard Bank has 
accumulated over time and that is now starting to materially contribute to the group. Also appealing is a 
growing sense of management embracing the realities of banking in the 21st-century (evidenced by the 
aggressive closure of many branches) and the apparent turnaround at Liberty. 

Aspen Pharamacare 

Aspen Pharma’s woes have been well documented in the press and it is considered beyond this document 
to unpack the history. 

We would like to say however, that we believe Aspen in late 2019 to be a better business than it was 10 
years ago and even three years ago. 

Aspen not only acquired an attractive portfolio of global assets (in areas such as anesthetics, high potency 
and active ingredients) but is making real progress in efficiencies and using its portfolio to enter new 
markets (e.g. China). 

The recent sales of the infant nutritionals business and portfolio Australia, together with the recently 
announced sale of portfolio in Japan, together with strong underlying cash generation have all contributed 
to significantly reducing the debt burden, effectively bringing the company comfortably back into its debt 
covenant band. 
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While the recent results were very noisy, applying 10 times multiple to the reported headline earnings per 
share implies a simple valuation of R 140.  

The recent rally in Aspen shares (a 73% improvement on a three-month view to 15 November) resulted in 
the weighting of Aspen increasing to 6% portfolio. 

Ethos Capital 

We have added more Ethos Capital over the past six months. The core investment case is the ability to 
invest (in one clean and liquid instrument) in a blend of private equity investment strategies and vintages 
in what we believe to be the best private equity team in the country. 

While the share price is stuck just above R 7, the NAV continues to expand (September NAV was R 11.69), 
resulting in a discount to NAV of almost 40%. Interestingly enough, many of the portfolio companies are 
doing very well with Channel VAS being a great example. 

We believe that the register is moving into stronger hands (less stock will be on offer in the future) and 
that the company will buy back more shares as the fund is almost fully deployed. 

While the current holding at 5.9% of the current portfolio may seem large, we have taken advantage of the 
weakness in the price and the availability of stock on offer to add to what we see as a very compelling long-
term investment story. 

Sasol 

Sasol has massively disappointed the market (after delaying results and the overruns at LCCP) and was, as 
would be expected, punished for this. Everything though has a price and Sasol currently looks oversold.  

We added to the position and still believe the ‘right price’ for Sasol is between R 400 and R 450 per share 
(based on a Rand oil price of R 900) but don’t necessarily see Sasol as a great long-term story. For now, the 
share seems trapped in a range between R 270 and a little over R 300. 

Sasol represents 5.8% of the equity portfolio (or 4.1% of the targeted equity portfolio). 

Shoprite  

Shoprite is, in our view, the best run and best placed retailer.  

Although the recent results left many questioning whether Shoprite had lost their way, we believe that the 
recent results need to be examined more carefully at which point one realises that many of the 
performance detractors are actually long-term positives (e.g. the decision to absorb margin in favour of 
market share investment technology). 

Our additions of ShopRite over the past six months have taken the weighting to 5.6% of equities. 

Naspers/ Prosus 

Naspers and Prosus are interesting and appealing stories. 

At the core, the two companies are (and will remain for the foreseeable future) effectively a “bet” on 
Tencent in China. While many investors see Tencent simply as a gaming/messaging play, we see their 
investment into multiple (over 100) start-ups and would be unicorns and their channeling of cash 
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generated from gaming and messaging into new, real world businesses (e.g. brick and mortar retail in China 
and financial services) adding to the long-term viability of Tencent. 

However, these two companies are more than just the see-through listing into Tencent, with the extensive 
portfolio of other assets (held in Prosus), such as delivery hero, Ctrip, emag and their extensive online 
classified portfolio (e.g. OLX). 

We see the discount on the underlying net asset value providing some additional protection/ upside 
optionality for/ to investors. 

Our weighting in Naspers is 5.5% of portfolio and Prosus represents 2.7% of portfolio. We expect to make 
use of further weakness’ in the share prices as an opportunity to add (modestly) to the current holdings. 

Grand Parade Investments (GPI) 

We have added to our holding in GPI over the past six months, such that GPI now represents 4.5% of the 
portfolio. However, the higher weighting is mainly as a result of the strong price performance of late. 

GPI seems to be perfectly following the script. The closure of loss-making operations (Dunkin Donuts and 
Baskin Robbins), the significant improvement in the operational performance of Burger King, stronger 
shareholders and management changes and strong demand relative to supply has seen this share, has seen 
a significant narrowing in the discount to NAV. 

City Lodge 

As discussed in a previous report, we believe city Lodge to be a fundamentally well-run and well positioned 
company.  

While the recent results were disappointing (hence significant decline in share price), we believe that City 
Lodge will deliver strong results (especially off the low base established with the last results).  

We believe that the considerable investment in new rooms (roughly 15% were added over the last 18 
months) and a normalisation in occupancy rates (for example based on a modest improvement in business 
confidence) will see city Lodge deliver EPS in the region of R 10 per share in the current financial year, 
implying a forward PE to year end of under 8 times and are forecast dividend yield of roughly 5%. 

 

Summary 
Overall, the portfolio is, in spite of the absence of certain assets/ asset classes (e.g. listed property or 
resources shares), fundamentally well balance and well positioned.  

We sense that the fairly conservative asset allocation, bias towards value counters, a focus on assets with 
lower volatility (e.g. shorter duration bonds) and company specific drivers could provide a partial shield 
against a possible global market volatility.  

As such, we feel that the portfolio is currently well positioned and well placed to perform not only in 
absolute terms but also relative to its benchmark and peer group.  

 


